Flavor-twisted boundary conditions can be used for exponential reduction of finite volume artifacts in flavor-averaged observables in lattice QCD calculations with SU (N f ) light quark flavor symmetry. Finite volume artifact reduction arises from destructive interference effects in a manner closely related to the phase averaging which leads to large N c volume independence. With a particular choice of flavor-twisted boundary conditions, finite volume artifacts for flavor-singlet observables in a hypercubic spacetime volume are reduced to the size of finite volume artifacts in a spacetime volume with periodic boundary conditions that is four times larger.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many questions about QCD and related strongly coupled 4D quantum field theories can only be systematically addressed using lattice gauge theory simulations. Numerical calculations are necessarily performed in finite Euclidean spacetime volumes, so extraction of physical quantities of interest in a theory defined on R 4 always involves extrapolation to the infinite-volume limit as well as the continuum limit. Performing this extrapolation with controlled errors requires additional simulations using multiple lattices of varying size and/or reliable independent knowledge of the volume dependence of observables.
This paper presents a technique to reduce the size of finite volume artifacts for flavor singlet observables in gauge theories with a vector-like SU (N f ) V flavor symmetry. 1 We assume throughout that the lightest hadronic states in the theory under study are flavor non-singlet mesons, and also assume that the box size L (and inverse temperature β) are large compared to the inverse of the appropriate strong scale, Λ −1 QCD . In particular, our results are applicable to QCD in the isospin-symmetric limit of degenerate up and down quark masses. In a hypercubic box with sides of length L, our technique eliminates the leading O(e −mπ L ) finite-volume effects, where m π is the mass of the lightest meson. The surviving residual finite volume artifacts in, for example, hadron masses are exponentially smaller and scale as O(e − √ 2mπL ), as discussed below. When applied to calculations of flavor-singlet observables (i.e., observables invariant under the SU (N f ) V symmetry) in a spacetime volume V = βL 3 , with β ≥ L, our prescription leads to finite volume artifacts comparable to those which arise with periodic boundary conditions in a larger spacetime box of volume V = 4V (1+L 2 /β 2 )/2. Spectroscopy also benefits from reduced contamination from backwards-propagating thermal artifacts. Finite volume effects associated with multi-hadron interactions receive calculable modifications and are not generically exponentially reduced.
The technique we describe uses flavor-twisted boundary conditions (TBCs). These have a long history in lattice QCD , but the main focus of most prior work has involved the use of TBCs for valence quarks to probe a finer set of momenta than are allowed by conventional periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) for a given box size. The utility of TBCs to reduce finite-volume artifacts in the context of lattice QCD was recently explored in ref. [2] (see also ref. [3] ). Our results generalize some of the boundary conditions discussed in ref. [2] , and provide general symmetry-based arguments demonstrating that they reduce finite-volume artifacts in generic flavor-singlet systems. The basic technical ideas underpinning our proposal are the freedom to view twisted boundary conditions as particular choices for holonomies of background flavor gauge fields, and the ability to write observables in a form where effects of background gauge transformations are manifest.
To illustrate the essential concepts, let us consider QCD with a single compactified direction, say the Euclidean time direction x 4 . Impose on the quark field q(x), transforming in the fundamental representation of the flavor symmetry group SU (N f ) V , the periodicity condition q(x, x 4 + β) = ±Ω 4 q(x, x 4 ) .
Here β is the circumference of the x 4 direction and Ω 4 is an element of SU (N f ) which is naturally viewed as an N f × N f unitary matrix. A global flavor transformation, U ∈ SU (N f ) V , acts on quark fields as q(x) → U q(x) and consequently has the effect of conjugating the periodicity condition, Ω 4 → U † Ω 4 U . Hence, only the conjugacy class of Ω 4 is physically significant. A generic choice of Ω 4 breaks the SU (N f ) V flavor symmetry to its Cartan subgroup U (1) N f −1 . As illustrated explicitly in Section IV, a generic holonomy Ω 4 may induce finite-volume mass splittings within the lightest meson multiplet, with non-trivial mixing among the neutral mesons (those invariant under the Cartan subgroup), but no mixing between mesons with different U (1) N f −1 charges. Three different perspectives on the "twist" Ω 4 are useful. One is to view Ω 4 as defining a twisted boundary condition, as introduced in Eq. (1). Alternatively, one may perform a field redefinition which makes the (redefined) quark field strictly periodic (or anti-periodic) in x 4 , at the cost of introducing a set of imaginary chemical potentials µ = iα/β, with e iα the eigenvalues of Ω 4 . Finally, thanks to the well-known relation between imaginary chemical potentials and background gauge fields, one may also view the twist as the holonomy of a background SU (N f ) flavor gauge field A 4 , Ω 4 = P e i dx 4 A 4 .
The conventional choice of Euclidean-time boundary conditions for fermionic fields corresponds to selecting the minus sign in Eq. (1) and setting Ω 4 = 1 N f . With this choice, the Euclidean path integral computes the thermal partition function, Z(β) ≡ tr e −βH , with H the Hamiltonian. Choosing Ω 4 = 1 N f , and/or the plus sign in the periodicity condition is also perfectly permissible, but gives a functional integral which computes a twisted partition function. For example, if one chooses the periodicity condition q(x, x 4 + β) = +Ω 4 q(x, x 4 ) then the Euclidean functional integral yields
where F is total fermion number, {Q k } are the conserved flavor charges which count the net number of fermions of flavor k (and represent the Cartan elements of the Lie algebra u(N f )), and {e iα k } are the eigenvalues of the twist Ω 4 . All eigenstates of the Hamiltonian contribute positively in the thermal partition function Z(β), with their weights determined only by their energy. In contrast, in the twisted partition function Z(β, α) states with different values of the commuting flavor charges Q k receive distinct phases. There is value in considering twisted partition functions even if one's primary interest involves thermal physics at finite β. The symmetry-based cancellations inherent in Z allow one to focus on the behavior of particular symmetry sectors of states by suitably dialing the boundary conditions. Twisted partition functions become even more useful when one's primary interest involves vacuum properties, and hence the β → ∞ limit. As we will see, cancellations among states in the twisted partition function can be arranged to eliminate the leading finite-β dependence, accelerating the convergence to the β → ∞ limit. This idea has been previously exploited in the literature on large N c twisted-Eguchi-Kawai reduction [25] [26] [27] and in the literature on adiabatic circle compactifications [28] [29] [30] [31] ; a number of our ideas were inspired by these works. As this paper was being finalized, ref. [32] appeared with a systematic exploration of twisted boundary conditions and volume dependence in CP (N ) and O(N ) sigma models.
To be specific, consider the dependence on β of the expectation value of some flavor-singlet local observable, O , assuming that the spatial box size L ≫ β. Assume, for convenience, that m π ≪ Λ QCD , so that the pions, or more generally, the pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons (pNGBs) of SU (N f ) L × SU (N f ) R → SU (N f ) V chiral symmetry breaking, are much lighter than all other hadronic states, and also assume, as stated earlier, that β ≫ Λ −1 QCD . In this regime, chiral effective field theory provides a useful description of low temperature dynamics. 2 Leading finite-β effects will come from pion loops, with the chiral loop expansion controlled by the small parameter m 2 π / (4πf π ) 2 ≪ 1, with f π ∼ Λ QCD . The resulting chiral expansion for the expectation value O will have the form
where O 0 is a no-pion-loop contact term and O 1 is the one pion loop contribution. This term will depend on the dimensionless ratio m π β as well as the the flavor twist Ω 4 , and may be decomposed into a sum of terms coming from a given winding number of the pion around the compact direction.
For large β, winding number n contributions must fall exponentially as O(e −|n|mπβ ). The key point is that background flavor gauge invariance constrains the dependence of each such term on the holonomy Ω 4 . If O is a flavor singlet, then the contribution to O 1 from winding number n must involve an appropriate group invariant constructed from (Ω 4 ) n . Because the pNGBs transform in the adjoint representation of SU (N f ) V , this invariant is simply the adjoint representation trace. Consequently,
with f n (m π β) ∼ e −|n|mπβ at large β and the zero winding term f 0 being β-independent. The representation (4) shows that β-dependent one-pion-loop contributions necessarily involve a single adjoint trace of the holonomy. Note that adjoint representation traces (tr Adj ) can always be rewritten in terms of fundamental representation traces (tr F ) for the group SU (N f ), namely tr Adj Ω = |tr F Ω| 2 − 1. Consequently, to eliminate the leading β dependence one may choose any flavor holonomy Ω 4 for which tr Adj Ω 4 = 0. Such a choice of holonomy produces an exponential reduction in the size of the finite-β artifacts. A particularly nice choice of the flavor holonomy will eliminate more than just winding number ±1 contributions; in the one-pion-loop result O 1 it is possible to eliminate contributions from all winding numbers of magnitude less than N f +1. Specifically, let us define γ ≡ e 2πi/(N f +1) , and choose the holonomy Ω 4 to equal
Up to an SU (N f ) similarity transformation, this is a unique SU (N f ) matrix that obeys the relation
2 Chiral effective field theory has been used to study finite spacetime volume effects for a long time [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] .
We will refer to Γ as the "vanishing-adjoint-trace" background flavor holonomy, and Ω 4 = Γ boundary conditions as "vanishing adjoint" BCs. Vanishing-adjoint boundary conditions with N f = 2 have been previously studied alongside other choices of twisted boundary conditions for few-baryon systems in ref. [2] . Vanishing-adjoint BCs were observed to remove the leading O(e −mπ L ) finite volume corrections to flavor-averaged baryon masses. However, the vanishing-adjoint-trace mechanism and its implications for finite volume artifact reduction in other systems were not detailed in ref. [2] .
When
QCD , the leading finite-temperature and finite spatial-volume effects are accurately described by one-loop chiral effective theory (EFT). If in addition L ≫ β, then the argument above shows that the vanishing-adjoint twisted boundary condition (5) eliminates the first N f finite-β corrections and leads to a dramatic decrease of the magnitude of finite-β artifacts in the one-loop contribution to O , from O(e −βmπ ) to O(e −(N f +1)βmπ ). In section V we discuss the extent to which this feature persists at higher loops.
If multiple compactified directions are of comparable size, then the analysis is somewhat more involved. To clarify the effects of choosing vanishing-adjoint boundary conditions on the size of both finite-volume and finite-temperature artifacts, in the remainder of this paper we explicitly compute the volume and temperature dependence of several flavor-singlet physical quantities in QCD-like theories compactified on T 4 with twisted boundary conditions in all directions.
Throughout this paper we assume that: (i ) the chosen numbers of colors (N c ) and (complex) fundamental representation flavors (N f ) place the theory (on R 4 ) in a confining phase; (ii ) there is an unbroken SU (N f ) V flavor symmetry acting on the lightest quarks; and (iii ) the mass m q of these lightest quarks is sufficiently small so that the lightest hadrons are mesons, not glueballs (i.e., m q is not large compared to Λ QCD ). Within the following three sections examining the free energy, pion propagator, and pion mass shift we will make one further simplifying assumption, namely that the theory is close to the chiral limit, m q ≪ Λ QCD . This will enable us to perform quantitative calculations using chiral perturbation theory. But, as we discuss in the concluding section, the utility of flavor-twisted boundary conditions for reducing finite volume effects does not require that the theory be parametrically close to the chiral limit. Rather, what is required is that the SU (N f ) multiplet of quarks not be so heavy that the lightest hadrons become flavor singlet states instead of flavor adjoints.
II. FREE ENERGY
As a first example, we consider the free energy for a gauge theory with N f light degenerate fundamental representation quarks on a large four-torus. In addition to its intrinsic interest, evaluation of the finite volume free energy allows one to compute finite volume corrections to the chiral condensate by taking a derivative with respect to the quark mass m q . We denote the circumferences of the fundamental cycles of the T 4 by L µ , µ = 1, · · ·, 4. One may regard the torus as having a spatial volume V = L 1 L 2 L 3 and temporal extent β = L 4 . We impose twisted boundary conditions (TBCs) on the quark fields,
and require that the flavor holonomies Ω µ be mutually commuting SU (N f ) matrices. For generic choices of commuting flavor holonomies, these boundary conditions explicitly break the
, with the size of the symmetry breaking scaling as 1/L µ . Choosing a diagonal basis, without loss of generality, we define the twist angles {α a µ } via
Here and henceforth we use lower case letters a, b, QCD are both large, the twisted free energy will be dominated by the lightest modes in the system, the pNGB 'pions'. A given pion π ab receives a twist angle α ab µ ≡ α a µ − α b µ . Equivalently, using an adjoint representation basis the pion boundary conditions read
Even though the adjoint representation is a real representation, it will be convenient to use a complex basis which diagonalizes the U (1)
Cartan subgroup. The complex conjugate of the basis element with index A will be a basis element (which may be the same or different) whose index we will denote asĀ. 3 Given such a choice of basis, the adjoint representation twists are diagonal,
The adjoint basis matrices {t A } are chosen to satisfy
Having chosen a complex basis, it is helpful to use upper and lower indices to distinguish complex conjugation of generators, and to also define
These function as the components of our metric (and its inverse) in the SU (N f ) V Lie algebra. We will need symmetric structure constants in this basis, redundantly defined as
(Antisymmetric structure constants are defined analogously but will not be needed below.) Imposition of twisted boundary conditions is equivalent to working with periodic fields in the presence of background SU (N f ) V gauge fields given by (A µ ) ab = α a µ δ ab /L µ . We therefore define a background flavor covariant derivative D µ = ∂ µ + iA µ . The Euclidean chiral Lagrangian which describes the low-energy dynamics then takes the form
up to four-derivative and higher terms. (For comparison to the literature, note that our conventions correspond to f π ≈ 46 MeV for N f = 2 QCD.) Writing Σ = exp(iπ/f π ) ≡ exp( A iπ A tĀ/f π ) and expanding in powers of the pion field π gives
where we used m 2 π ≡ 2B m q and have suppressed terms of order π 6 and higher.
The logarithm of the twisted partition function defines the twisted free energy density, F(β, V ; Ω µ ) ≡ −(ln Z)/(βV ). For light pions and large volumes (compared to the scale f π ), the free energy is dominated by freely-propagating pions. To lowest order
and hence
This expression is UV divergent and requires regularization and renormalization. To extract the physical β and L dependent result it is convenient to write ln x = lim s→0 dx s /ds and subtract the corresponding decompactified β = L i = ∞ expression. Hence,
where T (s, α µ ) is the regularized tadpole sum,
Algebraic manipulations (similar to those in, e.g., ref. [5] ) allow one to put T (s, α µ ) into a more useful form,
where
In the final expression (19) , the prime on the sum is an indication to omit the n µ = (0, 0, 0, 0) term, and K ν (z) is the usual modified Bessel function. In the second line we recognized the appearance of a ϑ-function with characteristics, ϑ α β (τ ) ≡ n∈Z e 2πinβ e πiτ (α+n) 2 , which was converted to the form in the third line using the modular S transformation ϑ
With the result (19) in hand, computing the free energy is straightforward. One finds
4 and
As advertised, the flavor-singlet twisted free energy F depends on the holonomies Ω µ via an adjoint representation trace, and at one-loop order in the chiral expansion only single-trace terms occur.
(We discuss higher-loop contributions in Section V.)
We now examine implications of the result (20) . First, as a check, note that expression (20) , when evaluated with Ω µ = 1, reduces in the chiral limit to the correct infinite-volume massless Bose gas result,
Alternatively, if one takes L i ≫ β so the spatial boundary conditions can be ignored, and sets Ω 4 = Γ, then one finds
Using the Bessel function asymptotics, K ν (z) ∼ π 2z e −z , one sees that the vanishing of adjoint traces of the flavor holonomy (in this single compactified dimension regime) has led to the advertised elimination of all finite β contributions involving winding numbers which are non-zero modulo N f +1. In the chiral limit, expression (22) reduces to
We comment on the interpretation of this limiting result below. Returning to the general one-loop result (20) , the following observations may be made:
• Imposing vanishing-adjoint BCs in all directions, Ω µ = Γ, eliminates all leading O(e −mπ Lµ ) finite size free energy corrections to F , and consequently also to thermodynamic derivatives such as the flavor-averaged chiral condensate.
• Imposing vanishing-adjoint BCs in all directions does not remove all next-to-leading finite size corrections (arising from n · n = 2 terms), such as the winding number n µ = (1, −1, 0, 0) contribution. Nevertheless, vanishing-adjoint BCs reduce finite volume free energy corrections by exponentially large factors. In a hypercubic box, for example, the leading FV correction changes from O(e −mπ L ) with the usual periodic boundary conditions to O(e − √ 2mπ L ) with our vanishing-adjoint boundary conditions.
• When finite-size artifacts from a single compactified dimension dominate (e.g., when β ≪ L i ), then using the vanishing adjoint holonomy Γ for this dimension removes the first N f finite volume corrections from the one-loop free energy leaving O(e −(N f +1)mπ β ) finite-β artifacts. The one-loop free energy in this regime is given by expression (22), which is precisely the free energy for free massive pions on an enlarged circle of size (N f +1)β.
• For large N f (assuming one suitably scales N c to retain asymptotic freedom and chiral symmetry breaking), pions are wholly insensitive to the thermal compactification, up to corrections which vanish as inverse powers of N f in the chiral limit and fall exponentially with N f for non-zero mass. The mechanism behind this 'pionic volume independence' is essentially the same as in the more familiar case of large N c volume independence.
Further discussion of extensions of the above features, including higher loop contributions with flavor twisted boundary conditions and connections between flavor-twisted boundary conditions with large N f and large N c volume independence, is postponed until section V.
III. PION PROPAGATOR
We now examine the effect of flavor-twisted boundary conditions on the pion propagator. Hadron propagators used for lattice QCD spectroscopy are two-point correlation functions, typically Fourier transformed in "space", and hence depending on a spatial three-momentum and Euclidean time. Information on the particle spectrum is extracted from their exponential fall-off for large Euclidean time separations. If t is the time separation of the two insertions, then the propagator of, for example, pions contains both "forward" contributions proportional to e −mπ t as well as "backwards" contributions proportional to e −mπ(β−t) . These backwards-propagating thermal artifacts effectively limit the useful time separations when fitting correlation functions to half the Euclidean time extent.
Focusing, once again, on sufficiently large spacetime volumes and small pion masses, the pion propagator can be evaluated using chiral EFT. The effect of a background flavor holonomy, or flavor twisted boundary conditions, is to shift the allowed values of momenta. At tree level, the (spacetime Fourier-transformed) pion propagator is
where n µ ∈ Z 4 and N A µ ≡ (2πn µ + α A µ )/L µ are the discrete allowed wavevectors. One may evaluate the discrete Fourier transform needed to compute the position space pion propagator C A B (x µ ; Ω) using the same manipulations described above for the tadpole integral (19) . One finds,
where X µ (n) ≡ x µ + n µ L µ and |X(n)| ≡ X(n) · X(n). Note there is no summation of repeated Lorentz indices implied in n µ L µ . The result (25) is precisely a sum-of-images representation of the periodic pion propagator, and could have been written directly without starting from the Fourier representation. The effect of the background holonomy is merely to insert appropriate phase factors, depending on the winding numbers n µ , in each term. The propagator (25) depends, of course, on the specific pion flavor A and its corresponding twist angles α A µ . To obtain a flavor-singlet quantity, we define the flavor-averaged pion propagator
When m π |x| ≫ 1 (and m π L µ ≫ 1), the Bessel functions can be approximated by their asymptotic forms and one obtains
The second term is the finite volume (and finite β) correction. Backwards-propagating thermal artifacts are most easily seen in terms in this sum with n 4 = 0 and n i = 0. Supposing x 4 ≫ max(|x i |), so that |X(n)| ≈ |x 4 + n 4 β|, these terms become
and the n 4 = 1 term proportional to e −mπ |x 4 −n 4 β| provides the leading backwards-propagating thermal artifact. If one imposes periodic boundary conditions on the pions, Ω µ = 1, then forward and backward propagating contributions are comparable at x 4 ∼ β/2. If one instead chooses Ω 4 = Γ, and neglects the spatial holonomies (either because they are set to unity, or because L ≫ β), then the result (28), combined with the vanishing adjoint traces (6) , shows that all backwardspropagating contributions (as well as fully wrapped forward contributions) are eliminated except those which involve wrappings by integer multiples of N f +1.
In the chiral limit, the flavor-averaged pion propagator (26) reduces to
If one chooses Ω 4 = Γ, then in the regime L ≫ β ≫ |x| this reduces to
showing that the residual finite-β correction is suppressed by a factor of 1/(N f +1) 2 . Alternatively, if L β and one chooses Ω i = Γ (in hopes of eliminating both finite β and finite spatial volume effects), then the result is more involved. The largest N f backwards-propagating thermal artifacts (those coming from terms in the sum with |n 4 | ≤ N f but n i = 0) are eliminated, but some backwards-propagating terms with n i = 0, such as n µ = (0, 0, 1, −1), survive. This precisely parallels the above-discussed situation with the free energy. When Ω µ = Γ, finitespacetime-volume effects in flavor averaged two-point functions in a hypercubic spacetime box of volume V resemble those of a theory with untwisted boundary conditions in a box of volume 4V.
IV. PION MASS SHIFT
The tree-level pion propagator receives corrections arising from interactions. For sufficiently light pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons, these corrections may be calculated using chiral EFT in a finite volume with twisted boundary conditions [5, 12, 22, 24] . The explicit form of finite volume corrections to the masses of individual pNGBs can be rather involved in the presence of TBCs. However, finite volume corrections to the average pNGB mass -a flavor-singlet quantity -can only depend on the holonomy via traces, analogously to Eq. (4), and will therefore be exponentially reduced from O(e −mπ L ) to O(e − √ 2mπ L ) (for a hypercubic box) by vanishing-adjoint twisted boundary conditions. This general argument may be verified by explicit calculation. With interactions included, and twisted boundary conditions, the pion propagator can become non-diagonal in flavor,
where 
with
Terms involving numerators such as P A · N C , linear in the pion loop momentum, vanish by spacetime symmetries in infinite volume, or in cubic compactifications with ordinary periodic boundary conditions. However, such terms need not vanish with generic flavor twisted boundary conditions, and lead to a linear momentum dependent shift in the self-energy [12, 22, 24] . As noted in these references, properly extracting the pion mass from the propagator requires care in the presence of TBCs. Near the poles of the propagator (when analytically continued in the momentum k), the inverse propagator has the form
where m π denotes the infinite volume pNGB mass, δm 2 π ≡ (δm 2 π ) A B is the FV mass correction, and Z ≡ Z A B is a FV wavefunction renormalization factor. The FV momentum shift δp µ ≡ (δp µ ) A B is independent of the external momentum k. This correction leads to a change in the relation between 4-momentum and 4-velocity, and hence is naturally regarded as causing a velocity shift. 4 Neglecting (for simplicity) the FV mass shift, the group 4-velocity u µ of a pion is given by
and deviates from the infinite volume result u ∞ ≡ P/m π . The velocity shift δu = δp/m π vanishes with periodic or anti-periodic quark boundary conditions, as well as in the special case of Z N fsymmetric twisted boundary conditions (discussed in the next section), but is otherwise non-zero. The sums appearing in the FV self-energy (32), suitably regularized with their infinite volume limits subtracted, can be computed using the regularized tadpole T (s, α µ ) given in Eq. (19) plus one related sum,
With these results, the mass shift, wavefunction renormalization, and velocity shift corrections to the pion propagator can readily be expressed in terms of the holonomy. One finds that the velocity shift correction is given by
where repeated Lorentz indices are not summed in n µ L µ . The symmetries of d-symbols, the vanishing twist angles of neutral pNGBs, and the fact that the adjoint representation holonomy is diagonal in our basis, together imply that the velocity shift vanishes for neutral pNGBs (when A =Ā and B =B). Generic non-zero twist angles do lead to velocity shifts for charged pNGBs (for which A =Ā), but the unbroken U (1)
Cartan flavor symmetry implies that the velocity shift can only be non-zero when A and B are charge conjugates of each other. Hence (δu µ ) A B = (δu µ ) A A δ A B , and no mixing among pNGBs is induced by the velocity shift. For any choice of twisted boundary conditions, the flavor-averaged velocity shift vanishes identically,
The mass corrections to individual pNGBs can similarly be expressed in terms of the holonomy,
Although not obvious from Eq. (38) , all dependence on the twist angles cancels in the mass shift for charged pNGBs. We have verified this via explicit evaluation for N f ≤ 10, but do not have a general argument. The masses of all the charged pNGBs remain degenerate, for any choice of the holonomies. The mass shift δm 2 π can be non-diagonal only within the subspace of neutral pNGBs. In other words, flavor twisted boundary conditions generically induce mixing among neutral pNGBS, but cannot mix pNGBs which are charged under U (1)
. The mixing vanishes with periodic and anti-periodic boundary conditions, as well as with Z N f -symmetric boundary conditions.
The flavor averaged pNGB mass shift simplifies dramatically and has the expected dependence on adjoint traces of the holonomy,
All the conclusions regarding vanishing-adjoint BCs detailed above for the free energy also hold for the flavor averaged pNGB mass. In particular, vanishing-adjoint BCs applied only in the time direction will exponentially reduce the one-loop finite β artifacts to O(e −(N f +1)mπ β ). For very light pions, when m π /f ≪ 1 and m π β ≪ 1, vanishing-adjoint boundary conditions in time lead to a finite-β mass shift,
which is suppressed by 1/(N f +1) 2 [in addition to the 1/(N f f 2 π ) factor which scales as 1/(N c N f ) for large N c and N f ]. More generally, applying vanishing-adjoint BCs in all spacetime directions removes the leading n · n = 1 shell of finite volume corrections, thereby reducing FV artifacts to O(e − √ 2mπL ) (for a symmetric box) in all directions. Specializing the above results to the specific case of N f = 3, one finds
where again repeated spacetime indices are not summed in n µ L µ . For N f = 3, the charged meson mass shift matrix turns out not depend on the twist angles whatsoever, and thus is the same for all the charged mesons,
while the mass shift in the neutral π 0 , η pNGB sector takes the form
Here α The off-diagonal mass shift terms, leading to π 0 -η mixing, are non-zero for our vanishing-adjoint boundary conditions, α
Our explicit N f = 3 expressions for the velocity shifts (41), the charged meson mass shift (42) , and the diagonal elements of the neutral meson mass shift matrix (43) agree with the corresponding results in ref. [24] . However, the authors of ref. [24] did not discuss the off-diagonal terms associated with π 0 -η mixing.
V. HIGHER LOOPS AND THE 1/N f EXPANSION
The basic observation underlying the utility of vanishing-adjoint-trace boundary conditions for suppression of finite volume artifacts is the association between factors of e −mπ L and traces of the flavor holonomy in the leading finite volume corrections to flavor singlet observables (for sufficiently light pions in large boxes). The leading FV corrections are associated with a single excitation wrapping once around a compactified direction, and the amplitude for such propagation will necessarily involve an exponential of the particle mass times propagation distance, multiplied by the holonomy appropriate for the flavor representation of the particle. As long as the lightest hadronic state transforms in the adjoint flavor representation, then adjoint traces of the flavor holonomy will control the leading finite volume effects in exactly the same manner as in our explicit examples. Reduction of O(e −mπ L ) finite volume effects to O(e − √ 2mπL ) for flavor-singlet observables in hypercubic volumes is a robust result that holds at all orders in chiral EFT (provided no other hadrons are lighter than √ 2m π and thus dominate the residual finite volume effects). As we have seen, with a single relevant compactified direction (e.g., β ≪ L i ) vanishing-adjoint twisted boundary conditions can eliminate much more than just the leading winding number ±1 terms; they can remove FV artifacts involving arbitrary windings which are non-zero modulo N f +1. This was seen explicitly in our one-pion-loop results for the free energy (22) and flavor-averaged pion mass (39)- (40), as well as the tree-level position space pion propagator (28)- (30) . However, this dramatic reduction in sub-leading finite volume artifacts, eliminating all contributions from winding numbers |n| = 2, · · ·, N f , is not a general result. At higher loop orders there exist subleading finite volume effects in which the equality between the total number of powers of e −mπ L and the magnitude of the net winding number no longer holds. This happens in contributions involving an excitation which loops around the circle in one direction, interacts, and then loops around the circle in the opposite direction. However, these surviving sub-leading finite volume corrections, involving winding numbers 1 < |n| ≤ N f , are suppressed by factors of O(1/N 2 f ). This suppression is best understood as an aspect of large N volume independence, which we briefly recap.
A general feature of SU (N c ) gauge theories, when compactified on a torus, is large N c volume independence [29, 51, 52] . 5 One aspect of this phenomena, for theories compactified on a circle of size L, is that planar diagrams contributing to local single-trace observables depend on the compactification size L only via the combination N c L, provided the Z Nc center symmetry is unbroken [25, 26, 51, 56, 57] . More generally, at a non-perturbative level, the leading large N c behavior of single trace expectation values, or connected correlation functions of such operators, is volume independent, with corrections to this limit vanishing as O(1/N 2 c ). 6 In our context, we have an SU (N c ) gauge theory with an SU (N f ) global flavor symmetry. When focusing attention on flavor singlet observables, one may equally well regard the theory as the limit of an SU (N c ) × SU (N f ) gauge theory, in which the coupling of the SU (N f ) gauge group is sent to zero. The same structure of large N volume independence applies to such product gauge theories (when N c and N f both become large), provided the Z Nc × Z N f center symmetry is unbroken. 7 In a perturbative context, this is the same as requiring that the flavor holonomy around the compactified direction have a Z N f symmetric distribution of eigenvalues (and likewise for the color holonomy). In the limit of zero flavor coupling, this is the same as simply choosing a non-dynamical Z N f -symmetric flavor holonomy:
where ω ≡ e 2πi/N f . This is similar, but not identical, to our vanishing adjoint trace holonomy (5) . The Z N f -symmetric holonomy (44) sets to zero fundamental representation traces with winding numbers of the holonomy which are non-zero modulo N f . Adjoint representation traces do not vanish but are 1/N 2 f suppressed relative to their typical O(N 2 f ) scale,
In other words, for large N f and fixed winding numbers, traces of the center-symmetric holonomy (44) and our vanishing-adjoint holonomy (5) differ only by relative O(1/N 2 f ) corrections. Consequently, all the implications of large N volume independence equally apply to our vanishing adjoint boundary conditions, up to relative 1/N 2 f corrections. In particular, if one uses the center-symmetric twist (44) instead of our vanishing-adjoint twist (5), then the leading O(e −mπ L ) finite-volume corrections will be reduced by a factor of 1/(N 2 f −1), but not eliminated. Indeed, for N f = 2 this reduction of the finite-volume artifacts by a factor of 3 with center-symmetric boundary conditions was observed in ref. [2] (which referred to the center-symmetric twist as the "i-periodic" boundary condition).
The above discussion applies to an S 1 compactification. As seen in earlier sections, if the theory is compactified on a multidimensional torus with the same vanishing-adjoint twisted boundary conditions in all directions, Ω µ = Γ, then one can eliminate the leading exponential O(e −mπ L ) artifacts in flavor singlet observables, but not the next O(e − √ 2mπL ) artifacts. However, if N f is a suitably chosen composite integer, then it is possible to choose different (but commuting) twists for each direction in a manner which, for large N f , independently eliminates FV contributions involving windings up to a given order about each direction, up to O(1/N 2 f ) residuals. By using a sequence of increasing composite values of N f , with suitably chosen N f -dependent holonomies in each direction, flavor singlet observables should exhibit volume independence in the large N f limit (with the ratio N f /N c held fixed). For example, if
with 1 K denoting a K-dimensional identity matrix and , then for theories on T 4 the imposition of such flavor twisted boundary conditions will suppress by a factor of 15 finite volume effects from all contributions involving odd winding numbers about any dimension. Although not helpful for QCD with three light quarks, this idea should be useful in lattice studies of the conformal window which explore the behavior of gauge theories with large values of N f , many of which are composite numbers.
VI. DISCUSSION
In compactified theories, most hadronic properties differ from their infinite volume values by corrections which, in theories with a mass gap, are exponentially dependent on the mass of the lightest particle. Appropriately chosen flavor-twisted boundary conditions can remove these leading exponential corrections from flavor-singlet observables, provided the lightest particle is a flavor nonsinglet. The possibility of achieving exponential reduction of finite volume effects with TBCs has been previously demonstrated for one-and two-baryon systems in ref. [2] . This work describes how the vanishing-adjoint symmetry condition guarantees exponential reduction of finite volume effects in generic flavor-singlet observables. We have explicitly demonstrated at one-loop that vanishing-adjoint boundary conditions reduce finite temperature corrections to the free energy and the flavor-averaged pNGB mass from O(e −mπ β ) to O(e −(N f +1)mπ β ) when TBCs are imposed on just the time direction, or more generally reduce finite volume corrections from O(e −mπ L ) to O(e − √ 2mπL ) if vanishing-adjoint BCs are adopted in all directions in hypercubic volume. Analogous results for FV artifact reduction of N f = 2 flavor-averaged baryon masses with vanishing-adjoint BCs were previously observed in ref. [2] .
The utility of vanishing-adjoint boundary conditions to reduce finite volume artifacts is by no means limited to the observables we have explicitly calculated, or to theories near the chiral limit. What is required is that one considers a theory where the lightest hadronic state transforms in the adjoint representation, with the theory compactified in a box which is large compared to the Compton wavelength of this excitation. Our results may be understood as arising from background flavor gauge invariance, which ensures that flavor singlet observables can only depend on traces of the flavor holonomy. Since pNGBs transform as flavor adjoints, all O(e −mπ L ) FV corrections arising from pNGB loops will depend on the adjoint trace of the holonomy, and are removed by vanishing-adjoint boundary conditions. For hypercubic compactifications, with identical TBCs in all directions, finite volume artifacts are reduced to O(e − √ 2mπ L ) (assuming no other particles have masses below √ 2 m π ). This same phenomena should apply to generic flavor-singlet observables, such as other flavor-averaged masses and matrix elements, as long as the observable of interest is not probing multi-particle states very near or above scattering thresholds.
For scattering or near-threshold bound states, a small relative momentum or binding momentum, instead of the pNGB mass, may control the leading FV effects [58] [59] [60] . The deuteron binding energy provides an explicit example where examination of the flavor twist dependence [2] has shown that vanishing-adjoint BCs do not remove the leading FV artifacts which depend exponentially on the deuteron binding momentum. Other choices of TBCs can be used to reduce FV artifacts specifically in deuteron binding energy calculations [2] , and extensions of these TBCs for other systems are being explored [3] .
It is important to note that the effect of TBCs on binding energies and scattering parameters extracted from lattice simulations is calculable and has already been explored for many systems. The use of vanishing-adjoint BCs does not preclude scattering parameter extraction as long as TBCs are properly included in all FV quantization conditions. Removal of O(e −mπ Lµ ) artifacts may be of significant utility for extractions of scattering parameters that measure power law volume dependence under the assumption that O(e −mπ Lµ ) artifacts are negligible. Detailed studies of vanishing-adjoint boundary conditions in the two-body sector will be needed to understand these effects and are left to future work.
